
Metro Area Catholic Schools Governance Task Force
Meeting Summary from January 4, 2023

Essential Question the Task Force is charged to answer. Is it in the long term best interest of
parishes and Catholic education in the metro area for Catholic schools to remain independent?

The Metro Area Catholic Schools Governance Task Force met on Wednesday, January 4, 2023 from
6:30pm–8:30pm in the Mt. Mercy Room at Regis Middle School. This was their sixth meeting.

The task force approved the minutes from the November 30, 2023 meeting.

Amy Conlon spoke about the metro Catholic middle schools.

The task force had completed a survey related to the identified most important pros and cons related to any
possible Catholic system. The results from that survey were presented by Jeff Henderson. These results will help
in the task force’s effort to answer the essential question and ultimately make a recommendation for governance.

The task force then began discussing the pros and cons of the current governance structure the task force
identified. They will analyze the pros and cons to ultimately list the five most important pros and five most
important cons to be considered in their deliberations to answer the essential question and make a
recommendation for governance.

Amy Conlon and Jeff Henderson reviewed information from Holy Family in Dubuque and Cedar Valley Catholic
Schools (CVCS) in Waterloo related to their enrollment and tuition levels the three years before systemization and
the three years after. These were compared to Cedar Rapids Metro Catholic School’s enrollment trends during the
same time period.

The group was then presented information related to the physical plants for each metro area school. This included
information related to the number of classrooms, capacity levels, age of roof/HVAC etc.

In the coming meetings the task force will begin to develop recommendations based on the last five months of
investigations into the current governance structure in the CR/Marion area and what is being learned from places
that do have systems in place.

Jeff Henderson then asked the group if it would be helpful to the task force’s charge to be presented some system
alternatives to then compare to the current governance structure. Following discussion, it was determined that the
task force leaders would prepare options to be considered. This is NOT to imply that is the direction the task force
is leaning or even considering. This step is to create more solid option(s) that can then be compared and
contrasted to the current structure, while starting to determine facts that are reasonable for systemization.

The goal is to present a report including any recommendation(s), with rationale, that answers the essential
question, to pastors, pastoral councils, school boards and the Xavier Foundation board for their consideration and
possible action in late spring 2023. This report could include a recommendation to leave school governance as is,
a recommendation to systemize all preK-12 grade Catholic education or something in between.

The next meeting will be Wednesday, February 1, 2023.

Questions about the task force work should be sent to Jeff Henderson, Amy Conlon, or Fr. David O'Connor.
Jeff Henderson Amy Conlon Fr. David O’Connor

hendersonjeff315@gmail.com amy.conlon@dbqarch.org d.oconnor@dbqarch.org




